
Dear Members:

Correspondence Address:
63)0 Community
Houston, Texas 77005
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HOUSTON, TEXAS

June 25, 1971

Whosoever missed the Paling (Eel) Party surely missed a superb
evening. We all had a splendid time, thanks to Carl Van Nes
Group Tours, who sponsored the party, and provided the Paling,
and to KLM, who transported the creatures.

Paul and Jetty Lohman have moved to Holland. We shall surely
miss them. We do not have their new address as yet, but any correspondence for
them shall be forwarded to their temporary address if mailed to the secretary
of this Club.

We are enclosing herewith a self-addressed envelope and a form. Please fill in
the form and mail it in the provided-for envelope. The information you give us
in this form will enable us to plan for future activities in which to provide
something for everyone.

FISH-FRY
Once more the summer brings us to this delightful annual event. The party will
be held at approximately the same area as last year. The Olub will provide for
all the fish you can eat and Mr. Henry Hlavacek has volunteered again to fry this
fish. He does such a delicious job. All you have to do' is get there and bring
with you for your own use such things as drinks and other foods; paper plates,
cups and napkins; utensils. chairs, towels, bathing suits. etc.

Bring your fishing equipment and catch up on your favourate sport. Any fish you
haul in will be free-fried for you, says Henry Hlavacek. We have rented a fishing
net for anyone who wants to go seining, Please bring your life jacket and fishing
license with you.
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See you on the beach I
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Watch for HOLLAND CLUB sign
and Orange & White parachute II

Saturday, July 10, 1971.
Anytime. Seining starts at 10 am and the fish will be ready

at 2 pm.
Surfside, Freeport, Texas.
$1.25 for each adult member and guest.
$0.35 for children up to 12 years.
Payable at the beach.
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The place:
The cost:

The date:
The time:
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